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Why U.S. Political Stats?
U.S. Political Stats is a data download and visualization tool that aids researchers in finding and
understanding data on the three branches of the U.S. Government. It’s the only site that contains
the highly valued CQ Roll Call and CQ Press content that can now be compared with other
public and proprietary data. And by harmonizing this carefully-vetted data into the same format,
our editors have created a database that is the one-stop-shop for analysis of political data
and trends.

Browse by topical
data categories,
people, legislative
policy topic or
location

Generate tables
and charts and
download data for
statistical research

Create
and export
custom
visuals

Compare data
series across
similar categories

How does U.S. Political
Stats support research?
For decades, CQ Press – and it’s former
parent company, Congressional Quarterly
– has published a wealth of data on all
aspects of American government. U.S.
Political Stats builds on this legacy
and now consists of over 225,000 data
series aligned with typical political
science curricula.
Designed to be intuitive for the novice
researcher yet robust enough for political
scientists, U.S. Political Stats allows
users to quickly compare different types
of data, create visualizations, and easily
download data and visualizations for
papers and presentations.
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U.S. Political Stats
in the Classroom:

Interest Group
Scores

• Researching whether legislative
habits change when members move
from the House to the Senate
• Analyzing how congressional
partisanship can impact our
everyday lives
• Discuss why in past elections voting
blocs have chosen a Democrat
for one office but a Republican for
another office
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CQ Press Library Database Collections are the
definitive resources for researchers seeking information on
all aspects of American government, politics, and policy.
These powerful online tools offer researchers—whether
students, scholars, professionals, or interested citizens—a
range of tools for discovering and understanding a wealth
of authoritative content.

Request a free 30-day trial to U.S. Political Stats today!
For more information, contact librarysales@sagepub.com

